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Abstract. Using normal family arguments, we show that the degree of the first nonzero homogenous polynomial in the expansion of n dimensional Euclidean harmonic K-quasiconformal mapping around an internal point is odd, and that such a map from the unit ball onto a bounded convex domain, with \( K < 3^{n-1} \), is co-Lipschitz. Also some generalizations of this result are given, as well as a generalization of Heinz’s lemma for harmonic quasiconformal maps in \( \mathbb{R}^n \) and related results.

1. Introduction

In his seminal paper, Olli Martio [13] observed that every quasiconformal harmonic mapping of the unit planar disk onto itself is co-Lipschitz. Later, the subject of quasiconformal harmonic mappings was intensively studied by the participants of the Belgrade Analysis Seminar, see for example [9, 12, 17, 18, 20, 22] and the literature cited there. Harmonic quasiconformal maps have found applications in Teichmüller theory, among other things. Recently, V. Marković [11] proved that a quasiconformal map of the sphere \( S^2 \) admits a harmonic quasi-isometric extension to the hyperbolic space \( \mathbb{H}^3 \), thus confirming the well known Schoen Conjecture in dimension 3. Related questions of bi-Lipschitzity and bounds of Jacobian have been studied in a sequence of papers by Kalaj and Mateljević; see also a recent paper of Iwaniec-Onninen [5]. The corresponding results for harmonic maps between surfaces were obtained previously by Jost and Jost-Karcher [6, 7]. In the planar case, the complex harmonic function \( h \) on a simply connected planar domain can be written in the form \( h = f + \overline{g} \), where \( f \) and \( g \) are holomorphic, so that \( |f'| \) satisfies the minimum principle and Lewy’s theorem. There is no appropriate analogy in higher dimensions; if \( h \) is a harmonic mapping from a domain in \( \mathbb{R}^n \) to \( \mathbb{R}^n \) then \( |\nabla h| \) is subharmonic, but it does not satisfy the minimum principle in general. In fact, Lewy’s theorem is false in dimensions higher than two (see [26], also [3] pp. 25-27 for Wood’s counterexample). In a very special case, gradients of harmonic functions in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \), for which Lewy’s theorem is true, that also turns out to map unit ball onto a convex domain, are known to be co-Lipschitz (see Astala-Manojlović [1], Mateljević [20, 21]). However, it seems that in general, one needs a different approach in higher dimensions.

For example, in [8] the following general theorem was proved:
Theorem 1.1. A $K$-quasiconformal harmonic mapping $f$ of the unit $n$ dimensional ball ($n > 2$) onto itself is Euclidean bi-Lipschitz, provided that $f(0) = 0$ and that $K < 2^{n-1}$, where $n$ is the dimension of the space.

It is an extension of a similar result for hyperbolic harmonic mappings with respect to the hyperbolic metric (see Tam and Wan, [23], 1998). The proof makes use of Möbius transformations in the space, and of a recent Kalaj’s result [10] (see also Mateljević [16]), which states that harmonic quasiconformal self-mappings of the unit ball are Lipschitz continuous.

Among other things we prove that the above result holds if $K < 3^{n-1}$, and when codomain is only assumed to be convex. A suitable application of normal family argument allows us to take a conceptually simpler approach then in [8].

The proof is based on Theorem 3.1, showing that the degree of the first nonzero homogenous polynomial in the expansion of $n$ dimensional Euclidean harmonic quasiconformal mapping around an internal point is odd. We combine this with a distortion property of quasiconformal maps to prove that for $n$ dimensional Euclidean harmonic quasiconformal mappings with $K_{O}(f) < 3^{n-1}$, Jacobian is never zero.

Our approach gives motivation to define Jacobian non-zero closed families (see Definition 4.2) for which a generalization of Heinz’s lemma is shown; we also prove bounds for Jacobian from above for arbitrary harmonic quasiconformal maps. Generalization of Heinz’s lemma allows us to prove Theorem 4.3, namely that harmonic quasiconformal maps from unit ball onto a convex domain, that are from Jacobian non-zero closed families, are co-Lipschitz. Essentially, we show that if a map is not co-Lipschitz, then one can get a map of the same type, for which Jacobian vanishes at some internal point. Several applications are also given.

The content of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we collect some known definitions and results which we use in the paper. Proofs that Jacobians of quasiconformal harmonic maps cannot vanish when $K_{O} < 3^{n-1}$ or in the case of gradients of harmonic functions, and that Taylor expansions of quasiconformal harmonic maps have odd lowest degree are subject of section 3. In section 4 we prove the generalization of Heniz’s lemma and the co-Lipschitz properties described above, and related results.

2. Background and Auxiliary Results

Throughout this paper, we will consider maps from domains, i.e. open and connected regions, of $\mathbb{R}^n$, usually denoted by $\Omega, \Omega'$, to $\mathbb{R}^n$. We will use notation $B^n$ for the unit ball in $\mathbb{R}^n$, and for $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$ its norm will be denoted by $||x||$. For $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$, $a > 0$ and $A \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n$, by $d(x, A)$ we will denote the Euclidean distance of point $x$ from the set $A$, by $aA$ the set $\{ay | y \in A\}$ and by $x + A$ the set $\{x + y | y \in A\}$.

By $J_f(x)$ we will denote the Jacobian of $f$ at point $x$, $\partial f$ will stand for $\frac{\partial f}{\partial x}$, and $\partial^2 f$ for $\frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial x \partial x}$, where $x = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n)$ is the vector argument of $f$.

We will consider Euclidean harmonic maps, also called harmonic maps in this paper, i.e. those with zero Laplacian of each coordinate function. Also, we will deal with quasiconformal maps.

For a domain $\Omega$ in $\mathbb{R}^n$, a map $f : \Omega \mapsto \mathbb{R}^n$ is quasiconformal if it is a homeomorphism of $\Omega$ to $f(\Omega)$, and if $f$ belongs to Sobolev space $W_{1,loc}^n(\Omega)$ and there exists $K, 1 \leq K < \infty$, such that

$$||Df(x)||^n \leq K J_f(x) \text{ a.e. on } \Omega, \tag{1}$$

where $||Df(x)||$ denotes the operator norm of the Jacobian matrix of $f$ at $x$. The smallest $K$ in (1) is called the outer dilatation $K_{O}(f)$. The inner dilatation $K_{I}(f) = K_{O}(f^{-1})$, and map $f$ is $K$-quasiconformal if max$(K_{O}, K_{I}) \leq K$.

We will need the following proposition concerning a distortion property of quasiconformal mappings (see [25]):

Proposition 2.1. If $g : B^n \mapsto B^n$ is quasiconformal, $g(0) = 0$ and $1/\alpha = K_{I}(g^{-1})^{1/(n-1)}$, then for some $m > 0$, $||g(x)|| \geq m||x||^{1/\alpha}$. 


The next theorem concerns harmonic maps onto a convex domain. For the planar version of Theorem 2.1 cf. [14, 15], also [18], pp. 152-153. The space version was communicated on International Conference on Complex Analysis and Related Topics (Xth Romanian-Finnish Seminar, August 14-19, 2005, Cluj-Napoca, Romania), by Mateljević, cf. also [20]. For convenience of the reader, we repeat the proof.

**Theorem 2.1.** Suppose that \( h \) is an Euclidean harmonic mapping from the unit ball \( B^n \) onto a bounded convex domain \( D = h(B^n) \), which contains the ball \( h(0) + R_0B^n \). Then for any \( x \in B^n \)

\[
d(h(x), \partial D) \geq (1 - ||x||)R_0/2^{n-1}.
\]

**Proof.** To every \( a \in \partial D \) we associate a nonnegative harmonic function \( u = u_a \). Since \( D \) is convex, for \( a \in \partial D \), there is a supporting hyper-plane \( \Lambda_a \), defined as set of all \( y \) for which \( (y-a, n_a) \geq 0 \), where \( n_a \) is a unit vector such that \( (y-a, n_a) \geq 0 \) for every \( y \in \overline{D} \).

Define \( u(x) = (h(x)-a, n_a) \). Since \( n_a \) is a unit vector, \( u(x) \leq ||h(x)-a|| \). Then \( u(0) = (h(0)-a, n_a) = d(h(0), \Lambda_a) \).

From geometric interpretation it is clear that \( d(h(0), \Lambda_a) \geq R_0 \).

By Harnack’s inequality (cf. [4], p. 29), \( c_n(1-||x||)u(0) \leq u(x) \), where \( c_n = 2^{1-n} \). In particular, \( c_n(1-||x||)R_0 \leq u(x) \leq ||h(x)-a|| \) for every \( a \in \partial D \). Hence, for a fixed \( x \in B^n \), \( d(h(x), \partial D) = \inf_{a \in \partial D} ||h(x)-a|| \geq c_n(1-||x||)R_0 \) and therefore we obtain the required inequality. \( \square \)

To apply normal family arguments, we need the following results; see Vaisala [24].

**Theorem 2.2.** Suppose that \( \Omega \) is a domain in \( \mathbb{R}^n \), that \( K \geq 1 \) and that \( r > 0 \). If \( F \) is a family of \( K \)-quasiconformal mappings of \( \Omega \) (not necessarily onto a fixed domain), such that each \( f \in F \) omits two points \( a_f, b_f \) with spherical distance in \( \mathbb{R}^n \) at least \( r \), then \( F \) is a normal family.

**Theorem 2.3.** Let \( (f_j) \in \Omega \mapsto \mathbb{R}^n \) be a sequence of \( K \)-quasiconformal mappings, which converges pointwise to a mapping \( f : \Omega \mapsto \mathbb{R}^n \). Then there are three possibilities:

A. \( f \) is a homeomorphism and the convergence is uniform on compact sets.
B. \( f \) assumes exactly two values, one of which at exactly one point; convergence is not uniform on compact sets in that case.
C. \( f \) is constant.

Note that the case B does not happen when we use normal families.

3. Interior Zeros of the Jacobian

In this section we prove that a quasiconformal harmonic map cannot have lowest degree polynomials in the Taylor expansion of even degree. Because harmonic functions are real analytic, in the neighborhood of a zero of the Jacobian there is a power expansion in terms of coordinates. The following proposition follows directly from the quasiconformality condition:

**Proposition 3.1.** Suppose that \( h \) is a real analytic quasiconformal mapping from a domain \( \Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^n \) to \( \mathbb{R}^n \), such that Jacobian is zero at some point \( x_0 \). Then all the degrees of first non-zero homogenous polynomials in the Taylor expansion of the coordinate functions of \( h \) around \( x_0 \) are the same.

Now the following theorem holds:

**Theorem 3.1.** Suppose that \( h \) is an Euclidean harmonic quasiconformal mapping from a domain \( \Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^n \) to \( \mathbb{R}^n \), such that Jacobian is zero at \( x_0 \in \Omega \). Then the degree of first non-zero homogenous polynomials in the Taylor expansion of \( h \) around \( x_0 \) is odd, and the corresponding homogenous polynomial map, obtained by taking the lowest degree homogenous polynomials in the Taylor expansion of the coordinates, is harmonic and quasiconformal.
Proof. Without loss of generality, by restricting to a ball neighbourhood and a suitable change of variable, we may assume that \( x_0 = 0 \) and that \( \Omega = \mathbb{B}^n \). Suppose the contrary, that the lowest degree of the first non-zero homogenous polynomials in the Taylor expansion of the coordinates of \( h \) is even, say equal to \( 2m \). Then consider the sequence of harmonic quasiconformal maps, \( h_j : \mathbb{B}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n, h_j(x) = \tilde{h}j(x/j) \). Note that the first non-zero homogenous polynomials in the expansion of all the maps \( h_j \) are the same as for \( h \). Because for \( j > 1 \) derivatives of \( h \) are bounded uniformly in \( j \) and on \( \mathbb{B}^n \), from Taylor expansion it follows that all the maps \( h_j \), for \( j > 1 \), are uniformly bounded on the unit ball. Therefore, \( \{h_j \mid j \in \mathbb{N}\} \) is a normal family, and a subsequence of our sequence converges to a harmonic mapping \( f \) uniformly on compact sets. By elliptic regularity theory (cf. Hölder and Schauder apriori estimates, [4], pp. 60, 90), all the derivatives of the subsequence will converge to the corresponding derivatives of \( f \). It follows that coordinates of \( f \) are equal to homogenous polynomials of degree \( 2m \), since higher degree homogenous polynomials in the expansions of \( h_j \) tend to zero. In particular, the limit function \( f \) is not constant, and by Theorem 2.3, \( f \) is quasiconformal, and hence injective. But the limit map \( f \) satisfies \( f(–x) = f(x) \), which is a contradiction. Similar procedure in the case of odd lowest degree gives the claimed homogenous polynomial harmonic quasiconformal map. \( \square \)

Next, we will combine this theorem with a distortion property of quasiconformal maps.

**Proposition 3.2.** Suppose that \( h : \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n \) is a harmonic quasiconformal map. If \( \partial h(x_0) = 0 \) and \( \partial h^j(x_0) = 0 \) for some \( x_0 \in \Omega \), then \( K_O(h) \geq 3^{n-1} \).

Proof. Without loss of generality, by restricting to ball neighbourhood of \( x_0 \) whose closure is in the domain, and a change of variable which does not change quasiconformal distortion, we can suppose that \( x_0 = 0 \), \( h(x_0) = 0 \), and that, by the Taylor formula, there is \( M > 0 \) such that \( \|h(x)\| \leq M\|x\|^3 \) on \( \mathbb{B}^n \). Let \( g = (h|\mathbb{B}^n)/M \) If \( 1/\alpha = K_3(g^{-1})^{1/(n-1)} \), then by Proposition 2.1, \( m\|x\|^{1/\alpha} \leq \|g(x)\| \leq \|x\|^3 \). Hence \( K_O^{1/(n-1)} \geq 3 \), and therefore \( K_O \geq 3^{n-1} \), where \( K_O(g) = K_3(g^{-1}) \). \( \square \)

**Theorem 3.2.** Suppose that \( h : \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n \) is a harmonic quasiconformal map. If \( K_O(h) < 3^{n-1} \), then its Jacobian has no zeros.

Proof. Contrary suppose that \( J_h(x_0) = 0 \) for some \( x_0 \in \Omega \). Since \( h \) is quasiconformal, by Theorem 3.1 we find \( \partial h_j(x_0) = 0 \). Now, by Proposition 3.2, \( K_O(h) \geq 3^{n-1} \) and this yields a contradiction. \( \square \)

4. Bounds for the Jacobian

Heinz’s lemma-type results can be obtained for quasiconformal harmonic maps, using normal families. To state our results clearly and in their generality, it is useful to give some definitions.

**Definition 4.1.** We say that a family \( \mathcal{F} \) of maps from domains in \( \mathbb{R}^n \) to \( \mathbb{R}^n \) is RHTC-closed if the following holds:

- (Restrictions) If \( f : \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n \) is in \( \mathcal{F} \), \( \Omega' \subset \Omega \) is open, connected and nonempty, then \( f|_{\Omega'} \rightarrow \mathcal{F} \).
- (Homothety) If \( f : \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n \) is in \( \mathcal{F} \), \( a \in \mathbb{R}, a > 0 \) then \( g : \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n \) and \( h : a\Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n \) are in \( \mathcal{F} \), where \( g(x) = af(x) \) and \( h(x) = f(x/a) \).
- (Translations) If \( f : \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n \) is in \( \mathcal{F} \), \( t \in \mathbb{R}^n \), then \( g : \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n \) and \( h : t + \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n \) are in \( \mathcal{F} \), where \( g(x) = t + f(x) \) and \( h(x) = f(x - t) \).
- (Completeness) If \( f_j : \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n \), \( j \in \mathbb{N} \) are in \( \mathcal{F} \), \( (f_j) \) converges uniformly on compact sets to \( g : \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n \), where \( g \) is non-constant, then \( g \in \mathcal{F} \).

For instance, families of harmonic maps and of gradients of harmonic functions are RHTC-closed. Also, due to Theorem 2.3, for any given \( K \geq 1 \), a subfamily of \( K \)-quasiconformal members of a RHTC-closed family is also RHTC-closed.
Definition 4.2. We say that a family $F$ of harmonic maps from domains in $\mathbb{R}^n$ to $\mathbb{R}^n$ is non-zero Jacobian closed, if it is RHTC-closed and Jacobians of all maps in the family have no zeros.

Note that uniform convergence on compact sets in the case of harmonic maps implies convergence of higher order derivatives, via Hölder and Schauder apriori estimates (see [4], pp. 60, 90). This is related to elliptic regularity and holds for more general elliptic operators, and not just Laplacian, so that this method applies in that more general setting too.

Theorem 4.1. For every non-zero Jacobian closed family of $K$-quasiconformal harmonic maps, there is a constant $c > 0$, such that if $f : \mathbb{B}^n \mapsto \mathbb{R}^n$ is from the family, $d(0, \partial f(\mathbb{B}^n)) \geq 1$ and $f(0) = 0$, then

$$J_f(0) \geq c.$$ 

Proof. Suppose the contrary, i.e. that the family contains a sequence $(f_j)$ of maps from the unit ball satisfying $\mathbb{B}^n \subseteq f_j(\mathbb{B}^n)$ and $f_j(0) = 0$, such that $J_{f_j}(0) \to 0$ as $j \to \infty$. Multiplying functions by constants less than 1 if necessary, we may assume, without loss of generality, that the boundary of the image $f_j(\mathbb{B}^n)$ always contains a point on the unit sphere, and thus use a normal family argument (since infinity and point on the unit sphere are on a fixed spherical distance) to pass to a convergent subsequence. Now note that because of the Gehring distortion property (see [24] p. 63, [19]), $f_j(\frac{1}{2}\mathbb{B}^n)$ will contain a ball around zero of fixed radius, so the limit cannot degenerate to a constant function. But then the limit, say $g$, is in the family. However, by apriori estimates of elliptic regularity theory, derivatives of $f_j$ will also converge to derivatives of $g$, and hence $J_g(0) = 0$, contradicting the non-zero Jacobian assumption. □

Note that the same normal family argument gives upper bound for Jacobian, but for general quasiconformal harmonic maps. Namely, the following theorem holds:

Theorem 4.2. There is a constant $c > 0$, depending only on $K$, such that if $f : \mathbb{B}^n \mapsto \mathbb{R}^n$ is $K$-quasiconformal harmonic, $d(0, \partial f(\mathbb{B}^n)) \leq 1$ and $f(0) = 0$, then

$$J_f(0) \leq c.$$ 

Proof. Proof is essentially the same as for Theorem 4.1: we take a sequence of $K$-quasiconformal harmonic maps $(f_j)$ from the unit ball, such that $J_{f_j}(0) \to \infty$ as $j \to \infty$, $f_j(0) = 0$ and $d(0, \partial f_j(\mathbb{B}^n)) = 1$, multiplying by constants now greater than one if necessary. This will provide a subsequence with a limit mapping whose Jacobian at zero is finite, a contradiction. □

Applying Theorem 2.1, we get the following result regarding co-Lipschitz condition for maps from ball to a convex domain:

Theorem 4.3. Suppose that $h$ is a harmonic quasiconformal mapping from the unit ball $\mathbb{B}^n$ onto a bounded convex domain $D = h(\mathbb{B}^n)$, and that $h$ belongs to a non-zero Jacobian closed family of harmonic maps. Then $h$ is co-Lipschitz on $\mathbb{B}^n$.

Proof. Let $x_0$ be a point in $\mathbb{B}^n$. Define $f : \mathbb{B}^n \mapsto \mathbb{R}^n$ by

$$f(x) = \frac{h(x_0) + (1 - ||x_0||x) - h(x_0)}{d(h(x_0), \partial D)}.$$ 

Applying Theorem 4.1 to $f$, and using the fact that norm of the derivative of $K$-quasiconformal map is bounded from below by a constant times $n$-th root of the Jacobian, and using the uniform estimate $(1 - ||x||)/(d(h(x_0), \partial D)) \leq 2^{n-1}/d(h(0), \partial D)$ from Theorem 2.1, we get a uniform bound from below for norm of the derivative of $h$, and hence conclude that map is co-Lipschitz. □

A special case of interest we get by applying Theorem 4.3, combining it with Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 4.4. Suppose $h$ is a harmonic $K$-quasiconformal mapping from the unit ball $\mathbb{B}^n$ onto a bounded convex domain $D = h(\mathbb{B}^n)$, with $K < 3^{n-1}$. Then $h$ is co-Lipschitz on $\mathbb{B}^n$.
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